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Drug Legalization Essay. Words | 5 Pages. Drug Legalization Drug legalization has become a great issue among
Americans for many years, and there.

Often times, some of these people on both sides of the argument can even be considered extremists. This paper
aims to disprove the rampant theory of the United States government that Marijuana has a purely recreational
use by showing that Marijuana has more benefits not only the user but it could also benefit non users in the
grand scheme of things and by showing that the criminalization of Marijuana is harmful to society itself.
Impressum Marijuana essays, research paper presents a talent with papers, and it illegal drugs federate, the
drug. As far as I am aware, no one has ever suggested that law should therefore be abandoned. We must
analyze and understand how this would affect our government, as well as society and each individual person,
which is just as important, maybe even more. The idea behind crimeâ€”of getting rich, or at least richer,
quickly and without much effortâ€”is unlikely to disappear once drugs are freely available to all who want
them. But does any sensible person believe that the abolition of prisons in their entirety would not reduce the
numbers of the law-abiding? A controversial question has arisen from the increased popularity and troubles of
this drug. Often times, some of these people on both sides of the argument can even be considered extremists.
I think the question we should ask ourselves is? Many states have began to pass legislature on the use and
sales of marijuana, whether is medicinal or for recreational usage. Millions of dollars are spent annually in the
War on Drugs causing many to wonder if this fight is cost-effective or if an alternative such as legalization
would be more realistic than current efforts in drug prevention. The consumption of substances can be further
broken down into legal and illegal substances. A Prohibition law strikes a blow at the very principles upon
which our government was founded. The government has multiple ways of advertising that marijuana is bad
and so on. All of us have in some way or another been affected by drug, whether it is a family member or the
economic burden on society Medical marijuana has: been deemed relatively safe by trusted medical
professionals, proven not likely to create crime, and has great potential for a revenue source. Our nation has
been engaged in a war on drugs for several decades now. Many people want this substance to be legalized and
regularly available like cigarettes. It stands to reason, therefore, that all these problems would be resolved at a
stroke if everyone were permitted to smoke, swallow, or inject anything he chose. Lately, there has been a
great deal of focus on the monetary value in the form of taxation revenue with respect to the legal production
and distribution of marijuana It is an argument where both sides have done multiple studies, and research over
whether it should, or should not be legalized. Why was marijuana made illegal in the first place. There are
several reasons to legalize drugs in the United States. Such consequences include an increase in uncontrolled
use and thus increases in overdosing and intravenous I. There are many benefits to the legalization of
marijuana, but there are also detrimental effects to society that are caused by marijuana use. Crack would
never have existed in my opinion if you had not had drug prohibition. As witnessed in many of the lessons
provided during class, the war on drugs seems to be a moot point. So long as there are addicts who have to
resort to the black market for their drugs, there will be drug-associated crime. Though many would naturally
think otherwise, legalizing drugs like marijuana, ecstasy, meth, cocaine, heroin, mushrooms, LSD, and DMT
would cripple organized crime, majorly reduce death and injury from drug use, unclog the court system, and
make these drugs much safer to use. Indeed, it is harmful, sinceâ€”by raising the price of the commodity in
questionâ€”it raises the profits of middlemen, which gives them an even more powerful incentive to stimulate
demand further. Half the men shook in the mornings and resorted to the hair of the dog to steady their hands
before they drove their bulldozers and other heavy machines which they frequently wrecked, at enormous
expense to the British taxpayer ; hangovers were universal. How could drugs that are so addicitve be in any
way helpful, specially in a medical manner. We would have just as much crime in aggregate as before, but
many more addicts. The sale and production of marijuana have been legalized for medicinal uses in over
twenty states and has been legalized for recreational uses in seven states. To the contrary, the current policy of
drug prohibition, aside from being ineffective and costly, has created a set of unwanted consequences
including: a high prison population of non-violent offenders, corruption within law enforcement, health issues,
and an erosion of civil liberties. Sanjay gupta has shifted so much better then stop getting a essay on
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environmental ethics effort to provide the body. If it were to be legalized Should Marijuana Be Legalized? The
problem of reducing the amount of crime committed by individual addicts is emphatically not the same as the
problem of reducing the amount of crime committed by addicts as a whole. Why is it illicit to use drugs.
Throughout the years, people have been made believe that marijuana not only affects our bodies but also our
minds. Most western european nations in our country's war on legalization. Amsterdam, where access to drugs
is relatively unproblematic, is among the most violent and squalid cities in Europe. Deconstructing the origins-
A self-speculated theory. However, pro-drug advocacy groups, who support the use of drugs, are making
headlines.


